We want to find out how everything affects what
Traditionally with northern blotting
First need to see what genes
should be expressed &
transcribed (e.g.: disease)

RNA from a cell is gelled and probed
Can look at products from different splice
Slow
Opposite is much faster - have DNA on a
membrane, and probe with RNA from organisms

Solid supports (usually glass) on which DNA fragments
corresponding to particular genes are placed in a known location

Proteome is entire protein
content of body

Prepared using a printing robot robot

Want to find out how interact, etc...

Two different RNA samples labelled with different dyes are hybridised together

Many more proteins than genome can
code for (differential splicing)
No amplification methods

Scanned by a laster scanner, and intensity of each dye intensity determined
Hard

Can consider ratio and identify differences between
expression of every gene in the genome

Chemical heterogeneity
Run by charge in one dimension, and mass in another
Can run two in paralle, and look at difference
Only a small proportion of the genome assayed

Huge amounts
Thus, far, 2D polyacrylamdide
gel electrophoresis has been
used (2D PAGE)

Statistical techniques used
Interpreting data a problem

Can then take spot and analyse, but need lots of protein and slow

Chart organised so that similar
genes next to each other hierarchical clustering

Able to fractionate and identify molecules on basis of their mass
Protein too bit, peptide not
Cleave with a specific enzyme, see mass of bits
Ask database what protein would give those bits when
cleaved by that enzyme
PEPTIDE MASS FINGERPRINTING

Finding relationship between different genes

Genomics

Relationship between given genes and disease
Revolutionised by
mass spectrometers

Useful for

Usually done using MALDI-ToF spectrometer

Functional Genomics

Fast

Can also test effect of drugs and chemotherapy
Comparative genome hybridisation

Proteomics

However, in many places, sequence poor - software can partly deal with this, but not completely
Two mass specs are used sequentially

Array CGH

Machine selects particular peptides and sends them to collision cell

They are then separated by a second spectrometer (similar to MALDI)
and the difference between them can be calculate = size of each AA

Tandem mass spectrometry
(MS-MS) even better

Very fast sequence

Need smaller clones

Many more possibilities for miniaturisation

However, developing new methods

Have recently made one able to identify 1/2 million different SNPs from the HapMap orject

If lyse cell gently, protein
complexes remain intact
Particularly useful in
identifying components of
purified complexes

Splicing complex found, PolyA
adding thing found
Making antibodies is the limiting bit
In yeast, able to insert tag into every yeast gene!
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Can see what's been amplified or deleted - often hallmark
of cancer - recently discovered breast and ovarian

Can also use photolithography and others to actually synthesises
oligonucleotides straight onto an array

Too much data!

Complex them dissociated and
fed into an MS-MS where each
protein is identified

Total genomic DNA from two populations is
labelled and hybridised onto an array containing
fragments that represent the whole genome

Sometimes, combine both expression arrays (RNA) with array-CGH (DNA) to
correlate changes in gene expression with alternations in the copy number in the
genome

Very sensitive and accurate

Use antibody or other tag to
purify the complex from the
mass of other protein

Cancer - can explore how RNA from normal
cells differ from those in cancerous cells
Identifies genes involved in cell proliferation

Microarrays

However, this relies on good database, and therefore good genome annotation

Here, they're bombarded so that they framgment at peptide bonds

Visual tools to represent data (colour for
upregulated, colour for down, colour for
nothing, intensity...)

Such genotyping arrays can
discriminate between 2 DNA samples
at single-nucleotide resolution
Problems

Can use versions of the array where every base
in a given region is represented (tiling arrays)
This is genome re-sequencing
Very soon might be extended
to entire genome

